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Introducing GfK: By using technology and data
sciences, we turn big data into smart data
• 13,000 experts in 100 countries
• Ca. 5m consumer and electronics
products sales tracked globally
for brands
and manufacturing companies
• Supplying television audience
measurement in 8 media
markets, as well as digital and
radio tracking in more countries
• Providing insight through social
media data, including GfK Twitter
TV Ratings in several markets
• Part of Europanel partnership,
capturing scan-based purchasing
• Provider of XPs, an innovative
metric to capture brand uplift

We are the trusted source of relevant market and consumer information.
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Consumers make their own digital journeys
They spend five hours researching the purchase of an airline ticket
Intensely used, greater importance during search process
Less used, minor importance during search process
More transaction of frequency between two sub-categories

Less transaction of frequency between two sub-categories

Consumers are willing to spend nearly five hours buying a flight ticket

Source: GfK purchase journey in Hong Kong
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Tomorrow’s media experience will be similarly driven by
consumer interests – not a linear programme sequence
A set of “skinny” packages substitutes the one big cable subscription

Amazon

NOW TV

Netflix

Dogus
Turkish
Drama

Facebook

YouTube
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SVOD and AVOD services have been growing rapidly in
the UK, to the detriment of traditional media services
Compared to 6 months ago, users of SVOD and Catch-Up services are watching
more on these platforms, at the expense of both traditional physical products as well
as live, scheduled TV.
On-Demand streaming services that you

19%

On-Demand SVODpayservices
a subscription to receive

Free
TV Catch-up or On-Demand
Free TV Catch-up or
On-Demand
On-Demand offered free as part of your

On-Demand free as part
ofpackage
Pay TV
Pay TV

10%

Pay-per-view on demand service
DVD or Blu-ray

DVD or Blu-ray disc you own/have
rented

15%

8%

15%

10%

Scheduled / Live content

Pay per view (rental) video on demand
services

21%

13%

Free online video

Scheduled/Live content

23%

8%

Other sources

Free online video

22%

7%

Recorded content
or time shifted content
Recorded or time-shifted

Other sources

17%

5%
3%

Paid-for download
own to own video content 3% 5%
Paid to
for download

7%
11%
12%

Watching a lot
more than before
Watching a little
more than before

F_CHABBITS To what extent are you watching/using more or less of the following now, compared to 6 months ago? Base: All using each service
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Many companies have
data stuck in silos
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Data is the key to creating value and competing
– in all parts of the media value chain
Advantage from data in media

Revenue
growth

Reduced
costs

Improved ad
targeting

Churn
reduction

Cross
selling/
ecommerce

Targeted
promotions

Content
licensing/
creation

Audience
experience

Locational
relevance

Content
discovery
personalisation
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However, different types of players are
competing for consumer data advantage
The battle for consumer data

Digital
platforms

 Snapchat
 Google
 Facebook
 Apple
 Twitter

Cross-device

eCommerce
giants

 Amazon
 Zalando

Profiles

Subscription
entertainment

Programmatic/
data collectors

 Spotify
 Netflix

 Radium one
 Bluekai
 Axiom

Preferences

Consumer
brands with
in house
DMPs/
DSPs

 Deutsche
Telekom
 P&G
 Kellogg’s

Location
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And the “gloves are off…”
Fighting for the data advantage
Apple allows ad
blockers on iOS

Facebook publisher
Data collectors
ecosystem and tapping into location
ad network
based data

Amazon removes
Chromecast and Apple TV
from its shop

Google launches Apple re-launches
Android TV
Apple TV
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Programmatic is complex, fast moving
and not for the light hearted

Source: Lumascape.
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Powerful matching technologies are being
combined – requiring significant investments
Matching is becoming smarter than ever before
Preferences/
recommedations

Predictive

Data
gamification

Real-time
environments

Location
based

Illustration and quote: Alexis C. Madrigal, "How Netflix Reverse Engineered Hollywood," The Atlantic, 02.01.2014; Website eHarmony UK, Equinix data center, Cathy Boyle, “eMarketer Top
Trends,” 20.03.14., Tinder.
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Matching technologies and data are
important beyond the media industry
John Battelle argues that what is adtech today will evolve into a far
more encompassing platform for personalised processing of transactions

Walk into a
retail store

Sit down at a
steering wheel

Enter a doctor’s
office

Today's example:
Seven Eleven savings
app for stores

Today's example:
Via Michelin guide to
restaurants and hotels

Today's example:
MyFitnessPal food
logging and exercise
tracker

Source: John Battelle, "Why the banner AD is heroic, and adtech is our greatest artifact," November 17th 2013.
See also: K. N. C., "The backlash against big data," The Economist, Apr 20th 2014
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There is a consumer backlash against the use
of personal data
Ad blockers and the Customer Commons movement

Use of ad blockers (%)

Belgium

USA

UK

Sweden

Germany

Poland

Greece

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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There are three possible trajectories
that transaction platforms could develop into
Three trajectories for personalised transaction platforms

1

“Customer
Commons”

2

“Data
Fortresses”

3

“The Wild
West”

Source: Creative Commons illustration from an online course of Barbara Buchegger and Christian Nosko. Fortress from Dragoart
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In the end, the consumer will decide where to
“turn the dial”
Consumer choice and personal data

Maximum
convenience

Minimum
convenience

Minimum
privacy and
security

Maximum
privacy and
security
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